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Abstract 

In August 1846, a party comprising British colonists and Wathaurong 
warriors ambushed and killed a Gadubanud group encamped at the A ire 
Rivel~ Led by the contract surveyor, George Douglas Smythe, the well
armed expedition marched through the Otway Ranges (in southwestern 
Victoria) with official sanction to capture an Aboriginal man accused of 
killing a member of Smythe s survey crew. Using contemporary reports from 
the colonial press and subsequent commentaries published by anonymous 
observers, this article provides a detailed account of the massacre and 
the suspicious circumstances surrounding this tragic episode in Victorian 
history. 

A LTHOUGH WHALERS, SEALERS AND NAVAL SHIPPING had 
plied the waters of Bass Strait since the end of the 18th century, 
it was not until the 1840s that British colonial activity came to 

affect the Aboriginal people of the Otway region. For many generations, 
the Gadubanud had resided in their traditional territory spanning the 
Gellibrand River in the west and Painkalac Creek in the east, and stretching 
northward from the sea, over the mountains to the nOlihern foothills of 
the Otway Ranges. I In the 1840s, the Gadubanud witnessed the alTival of 
British colonists on the Otway coast. On the west bank of the Gellibrand 
River, Charles Kernan had established a sheep station by 1844. Two years 
later, Willimn Roadknight began depasturing livestock on the Gadubanud's 
fire-managed hunting grounds at Cape Otway, and, in July 1846, survey 
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crews arrived with the task of mapping the rugged coastline and identifying 
an appropriate site for a lighthouse. While pastoralists and livestock had 
been at Portland since 1834, they only began to make incursions into 
the Western District of Victoria from 1837. During the first nine years 
of pastoral expansion, the Gadubanud shunned interactions with British 
settlers and were scarcely mentioned in the written record, though SOlne 
incidents had occurred early on as the settlers ventured into their territory. 
While they formed a substantial community in the Otway region, the 
Gadubanud maintained close contact only with their northern neighbour, 
the Gulidjan people (from the Lake Colac area), but had strained relations 
with the Wathaurong people to the northeast. 2 Thus, while violent clashes 
between British settlers and Aborigines were being reported all across 
western Victoria, surprisingly few reports originated from the Otways. 
This comparative silence in the documentary record makes the August 
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1846 report that carefully detailed their slaughter all the more poignant. 
The massacre of the Gadubanud at the Aire River signalled a rare moment 
of unity between black and white perpetrators interested in the removal of 
a COlnmon enemy and marked the assertion of British colonial rule over 
the remote Otway Ranges. 

Trigger Incident: A Murder at Blanket Bay 

On 26 July 1846, James Conroy, a lnember of George Douglas Smythe's 
coastal survey party, was found dead at Blanket Bay. A report of this 
'melancholy and disastrous occunence' appeared in the 8 August 1846 
edition of the Geelong Advertiser, and provided a full account of the 
circumstances sunounding his death. Having established a base camp on 
the eastelTI shore of Cape Otway, on 25 July, Surveyor Smythe and four 
supporting crew members had marched westward toward the Aire River 
valley. Rather than penetrate the forest in search of a direct route to their 
destination, they followed the coastal grassland corridor established by 
the Gadubanud. It was unsurprising then that 'along the shore they fell in 
with a tribe of blacks, composed of one man, four women, and three boys' . 
The man and one of the boys agreed to guide them to Gunna-waar, as the 
Aire River was known in the local dialect but, after only a few hours of 
travel, Smythe recognised a familiar stretch of country and sent his Abo
riginal guides back to the pmiy's tent with a supply of tea and 'a note to 
the coxswain directing him to give them some flour'. When the patiy of 
five returned to the tent six days later, they learned that on 26 July Conroy 
had been 'barbarously Inurdered about 200 yards from the tent, where he 
had gone to cut wood' .3 

According to the Geelong Advertiser report, the Aborigines had arrived 
at the tent early that mOlTIing and were supplied with damper. Afterward, 
they 'went away along the beach; and just previous to the perpetration of 
the murder, they were seen returning making a great noise. On their again 
retiring, the body of the deceased was found by his cOlnpanions, dreadfully 
mangled about the head, and life entirely extinct'. The murder weapon, a 
tomahawk, was found near the body and, peculiarly, Conroy's 'clothing 
had been stripped from the body and canied off, even the boots were not 
left behind'. As the body possessed no signs of ritual mutilation, Smythe 
concluded that 'it appears the only object of the murderers was to possess 
thelnselves of the clothing worn by the unfortunate man'. The members 
of the survey patiy then wrapped Conroy's body in a blanket and buried 
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it in a shallow grave.4 

Shortly after this incident, Smythe decided to take his men and leave the 
area. The party's provisions were nearly exhausted. Sailing their whaleboat 
to Loutit Bay (the site of present-day LOlTIe), the crew disembarked and 
trekked overland to Geelong, despite the fact that the winter rains had 
swollen the rivers and made them 'almost impassable from the floods'.5 No 
doubt, the stop in Geelong provided Smythe with an opportunity to repOli 
events to the colonial press. He subsequently travelled on to Melbounle 
to infonn Superintendent Charles Joseph La Trobe of the incident and to 
organise responsive measures. 

Despite the details provided by Smythe, several ambiguities sUlTounding 
the tragic chain of events persist to this day. It is highly unlikely that 
theft of clothing was the objective of the attack on Conroy. Instead, the 
circumstances sUlTounding the incident and the luanner in which it unfolded 
suggest a more plausible cause for the fatal attack was the labourer's 
inappropriate behaviour with an Aboriginal woman. At this time in westelTI 
Victoria, there was a pronounced disparity between the male and female 
settler populations, and it was common for white men to sexually exploit 
the local Aboriginal population. In Men of Yesterday, Margaret KiddIe 
chronicled cases of women and boys being raped and exploited, and noted 
how these incidents worked to inflame tensions between colonisers and 
Aborigines, often instigating violent eruptions of frontier conflict.6 The 
gender ratio of the group encountered on the beach-four women to one 
man-bolsters the plausibility of such an interpretation. While the man 
and boy were guiding the survey party westward, the women could have 
reached the Blanket Bay camp at a leisurely pace, and still there would 
have been sufficient time for a transgression to take place. Although at 
least one other labourer (the coxswain) was present at the tent when the 
murder occurred, there was no report of hostility being directed towards 
him; nor was there any expressed interest in his clothing when damper 
was being dispensed to the visiting Gadubanud. Conroy had been singled 
out as the target of violence. In this light, the removal of clothing from 
his body appears to have constituted a symbolic act of compensation for 
transgression or trophy accumulation in the aftermath of a duel. 

The characterisation of Conroy's murder as an act of robbery was 
crucial in setting the stage for the punitive mission organised by Smythe. 
Such an exercise, whether successful in alTesting the suspected killer or 
not, could easily be claimed as an attempt to impose the rule of law on an 
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umuly frontier. The concluding statelnents ofthe Geelong Advertiser report 
stressed the dangerous nature of the frontier zone and suggested that some 
responsive measures were planned. 

On his return, he will no doubt be armed with a warrant for the apprehension 
of the murderer, especially as he has succeeded in recovering possession of a 
gun which, it will be remembered, was taken by the blacks from a boy named 
Saunders, whom they murdered about two years ago. 7 

Prior entanglements between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people were 
now being portrayed in a markedly negative light, thus paving the way for 
a retaliatory expedition to settle the score with the Gadubanud people. 

Prior Entanglements in the Otways 

In 1846, expansion of British settlement into the Westeln District of Vic
toria was less than a decade old, with settlers and livestock only moving 
from Geelong into the area from late 1837. The 'founding mystery' of 
this society was the disappearance of Gellibrand and Hesse in February 
1837, a bizarre episode in which the two Vandemonian lawyers struck out 
on a jOUlney from Geelong to Melbourne, got lost in the bush and were 
never seen again. Search parties led by prospective pastoralists-and the 
Aboriginal guide dismissed by the lawyers during the early part of their 
journey-explored much of the Western District but found no trace of the 
men or their horses. In the absence of evidence, wild rumours circulated 
in the fledgling cOlnmunities of the Port Phillip District, and it was widely 
believed that the men had been slaughtered by hostile Aborigines in the 
Otway forest. 

The inaccessible terrain of the Otway Ranges and lingering rumours 
fuelled speCUlation about the Aborigines who called this place home. What 
kind of people could possibly survive in a land covered with impassable 
forests, often shrouded in rain clouds and mist, and devoid of recognisable 
sources of sustenance? Neighbouring Indigenous communities-both the 
Wathaurong to the north-east and the Girai WUlTlmg to the west-called 
the Gadubanud 'wild blacks', and this certainly did not enhance British 
perceptions of this Aboriginal nation. 8 Even the chief protector of 
Aborigines, George Augustus Robinson, skirted the northern edge of the 
Otway forest on his 1841 tour, leaving a conspicuous void on the map of 
his jOUlney.9 During the first decade of colonisation in western Victoria, 
few were willing to explore the Otway region. 
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Fear of attack weighed heavily on the minds of the incoming British. On 
the outski11s of the Otway Ranges, loss oflivestock and several murders of 
shepherds underpinned this fear and engendered widespread mistrust of the 
natives. James Bonwick recounted that, in the late 1830s, 'Hugh Munay~ 
Monis, Carter and Lloyd Brothers joined together with their flocks, and 
went up to the wild country of Lake Colac, where they had enough to do 
to maintain their position, from constant disturbances with the natives' .10 

In Isaac Hebb's The History of Co lac and District, we are also told that: 

It was no uncommon thing for a shepherd to go out in the moming with his 
flock of 1500 sheep or so, canying in his belt a brace of horse pistols, and 
a gun slung over his shoulder, so as to be prepared for an attack from the 
hostile natives. I I 

In the lush to occupy land, ambitious pastoralists took up large tracts in 
the vicinity of Lake Colac and subsequently pushed southward with their 
flocks until they encountered rising elevation and a front of impenetrable 
forest. The first permanent intrusion of colonial activity into the lives of 
the Gadubanud people had occuned by 1838, when Frederick Dewing 
established his home station near a fork in the Batwon River, northwest of 
the present-day community of Bat won Downs. 12 Located a couple of miles 
from the Barwon eel marshes that sustained the Gadubanud over the autumn 
and winter months, Dewing's station was not a welcome addition to the 
district. On 30 May 1838, he lodged a deposition with the Geelong court 
register describing an incident in which his horse had been speared. 

On Saturday last my mare was absent from my other horses, and we could 
not find her though many of my men endeavoured to do so. 

Two men were out on Saturday and Sunday but did not find her. On Monday 
about 20 natives came, I asked them if they knew where my mare was, they 
replie_d yes, saying she was much hurt. I offered them a reward in flour to get 
her. They went and retumed with the mare in about one quarter of an hour. 
She was badly wounded in five places, all spear wounds. 

My mare is useless to me and I never expect her to do any good. I further 
state that there are so many natives now about my place that I feel consider
able alarm for the safety of my men. I am obliged to keep more men than 
my establishment requires, as a protection. 13 
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The strong Aboriginal presence, crumpled terrain and lack of clear 
sightlines through the thick forest halted the advance of British settlement 
at the northern foothills of the range. 

By the start of the 1840s, the Gadubanud were beginning to be 
documented beyond the bounds of the Otway forest. Though he made no 
effort to visit their homeland, George Augustus Robinson's ethnographic 
field notes chronicle a meeting with three Gadubanud at the mouth of 
the Hopkins River (near Watmambool) in 184l. They provided him with 
the names and general locations of clans but left no impression of the 
social organisation or total population of their nation. 14 After this benign 
encounter, the Gadubanud soon became the subject of markedly less 
favourable reports. In 1842, they were known to have removed food and 
blankets from an outstation, though no violence seems to have resulted. IS 

A year later, the schooner, Joanna, was wrecked west of Cape Otway at a 
place that would later be known as Johanna Beach. After an initial attempt 
at salvaging materials came to a disastrous end with the drowning of two 
men, news of the surviving cargo reached Port Fairy and a second party of 
15 men went to scavenge through the wreck's remains. The liquor shipment 
was a primary motivating factor for this endeavour. In The History of 
Warrnambool, Richard Osburne's informer, 'Donnelly', reported that 'no 
good resulted from the adventure through the unlimited supply of grog' .16 

La Trobe recounted the story of this second salvage patiy in a jOUlllal 
entry dated 1 April 1846. By his assessment, the group had comprised 'all 
the loose fellows in the neighbourhood' and they sought out the cargo of 
alcohol 'for Xmas jollification'. The group stayed at the wreck site for six 
weeks 'drinking, quanelling and fighting, halfmad with the exposure, heat 
and debauchery, every man but one becoming blind by the exposure and 
fly-bites. They return to Allans', led by the seeing man with a stick' .17 

While it remains unclear whether this group made contact with the 
Gadubanud people, local historians contend that Aborigines guided the 
men to the wreck IS Given both the duration of their stay and the summer's 
seasonal food abundance in the coastal and estuarine zones, the likelihood 
of cross-cultural contact was very high. Though the men kept no records 
of their encounters with the Gadubanud, it is difficult to believe that the 
combination of alcohol and, very likely, firearms could have yielded 
positive first impressions and mutual understanding. It is possible that 
terror and violence were unleashed on the Otway coast in the aftermath 
of the Joanna search, all of it undocumented. 
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The colonial frontier leapt to the coast in early 1844, when the squatter, 
Charles Kernan, fOlmed the Berrat run near Moonlight Head, northwest 
of Cape Otway.19 Situated on the west bank of the Gellibrand River 
estuary, the sheep station sat in the midst of paddocks established by the 
Gadubanud for the hunting of kangaroos and wallabies. By that point in 
the brief history of the Port Phillip District, the trickle of settlers arriving 
from Van Diemen's Land and New South Wales (NSW) was swelling 
into a substantial flood, and it was becoming difficult to find fresh, empty 
pastures to sate the appetites of hungry livestock. William Roadknight, still 
bitter from having to hand over pastures to the Wesleyans for the creation 
of the Bunting Dale Aboriginal Mission, soon expanded his operations 
in the region. 20 Already occupying vast tracts with his Gerangamete, Yan 
Yan Gurt and River stations nOlih of the range, in luid-1846 he and his son 
drove a herd of cattle over the mountains to Cape Otway. He reported this 
achievement to Superintendent La Trobe in a letter dated 23 August 1846, 
adding that there was 'no serious impediment in establishing a good Dray 
Road'to the coast owing to 'the local knowledge acquired by my son during 
this arduous undertaking' .21 No doubt, by mid-1846, these infringeluents 
on their territorial rights had raised alarm amongst the Gadubanud. 
Moreover, the introduction of livestock onto swaths of coast traditionally 
used in the hunting of kangaroos and wallabies unbalanced an intricate 
food procurement system and threatened the survival of their people. It 
could be expected that the Gadubanud would resist such incursions and 
respond with force. 

In mid-July 1844, a squatter visiting from the Lake Colac area found 
Kelnan's hut had bmned down, the station's tomahawks and knives had 
been taken, and a sugar cask was found elupty in the creek. The missing 
shepherd was thought to have perished in the blaze, for 'small pieces of 
burnt bone apparently human' lay in the ashes of the ruin, and his double
barrelled gun was nowhere to be found. 22 Kernan, away in Melbourne 
at the time, had not witnessed the attack. The memoirs of Foster Fyans, 
the commissioner of crown lands for the Portland District (western 
Victoria), mention a separate incident that occun'ed later that year. The 
commissioner's diary note for 29 September 1844 indicated he had been 
to the 'Sea Coast' in order to 

investigate the murder of a Boy 13 years of age, murdered by the Cape 
Otway Tribe: his head from the back was cut open to the Forehead; another 
cut higher up above the ear; also a severe mark on the chest inflicted by a 
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heavy implement. The clothes were taken off; the body left naked; the carobin 
[carbine] was also taken. The father, mother, brother & sisters of deceased 
were left in a state of great affliction. 23 

The victim's body had been discovered the previous evening by his 
brother, William Saunders, who was a squatter near present-day Torquay, 
on the coast south of Geelong. No doubt, this victim was the 'Saunders' 
mentioned in the July 1846 Geelong Advertiser report. The specific details 
of this incident-such as the cuts on the head and the removal of cloth
ing from the body-closely parallel the pattern followed in the murder 
of Conroy at Blanket Bay. Despite the fact that they took place two years 
and over SOlan apart-and in the traditional territories of two distinctly 
different Aboriginal nations-both were attributed to the elusive 'Cape 
Otway Tribe'. In a preceding entry for September 1844, Fyans also noted: 
'A child lost and wandered into the Bush from Mr Roadknight's Station. 
The remains found, not mutilated, after an expiration of 8 days' .24 Such 
incidents compounded concerns for personal safety and about the long
term certainty of pastoral operations. Lives were extinguished in these 
early colonial encounters in the Otway region; these stories of violence 
and loss generated the expectation of future hostilities with the Aborigines 
inhabiting this mysterious forest realm. 

The desire to avenge the deaths of both Saunders and Conroy influenced 
Smythe's response in August 1846. Upon returning to Melbourne, the 
surveyor organised an expeditionary force that was capable of doing much 
more than silnply arresting the Aboriginal man suspected of murdering 
Conroy. Instead, he prepared a party that possessed enough brawn to 
cany out the pacification of the distant hinterland. Joined by a retinue of 
pastoralists, stoclanen, and an 'armed detachment of the Barrabool tribe' 
employed 'under the sanction of the government', Smythe was ready to 
assert colonial control over the region and its strategic coast. 25 

Massacre at Aire River, August 1846 

On 29 August 1846, a Geelong Advertiser aliicle titled 'The Late Slaughter 
of the Cape Otway Blacks' featured a dramatic account of the events that 
transpired on the coast. It described how the pmiy of heavily armed men 
ambushed and annihilated a group of Gadubanud who had been encamped 
on a riverbank. The majority of people killed were neither armed nor 
participating in acts that threatened hostility. Most were women and 
children, defenceless against the onslaught. 
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The report cOlllinenced with the alTival of the expedition at Cape Otway. 
Readers were told nothing of the group's overland journey from Geelong, 
their trek through the giant forest, their traverse of the Inountains, or any 
encounters that occulTed along the way. Nevertheless, when the party 'first 
came upon the traces' of the Gadubanud 'near Mr Roadknight's station at 
the Cape', their heightened state of almm was evident in the cautious tactics 
employed at this site. They expected to find the Gadubanud encamped at 
the huts and accordingly prepared a sneak attack. The group surrounded 
the perimeter and 'made a sudden descent upon the station' but found 
only faint traces of prior activity. At that point, the report notes that the 
'Barrabool blacks soon fell upon his trail, and followed it up with unelTing 
sagacity', leading Smythe and his entourage westward to the Aire River. 
On approach, they spotted the 'Cape Otway Tribe', three-quarters of a 
mile distant on the opposite side of the river, beyond an open space that 
would provide no cover for their approach. Tactical manoeuvres ensued: 
'the whole party struck off towards the beach, keeping under cover of 
the wood, until they reached the bar across the mouth of the river, where 
they crossed, wading through the surf'. 26 Pushing inland and sweeping 
back toward their target, they would have found the topography to their 
advantage: a low hill running parallel to the seashore with a gentle slope 
descending to the alluvial river flats. 

With the Gadubanud congregated near the river, Smythe'S men 'made 
preparations for a descent upon their prey'. Apparently, this was also an 
opportune time for a very serious discussion. Atop the hill, Smythe gave 
the BalTabool walTiors instructions that they 'were to capture the only 
surviving Inale of the tribe, and to spare the women and children'. There 
was activity amidst the collection of Inia-mias on the river flat but no one 
was on the look-out for would-be aggressors. Smythe'S party took this 
0ppOliunity to ambush the camp. 

One moment of preparation elapsed, and the Barrabool tribe rushed down 
the hill with such precipitancy, that the Cape Otway blacks had scarcely time 
to start to their feet ere the assailants' weapons were at work among them. 
The solitaty chief of the devoted tribe fell almost immediately, with seven or 
eight balls through him. The strife then ceased for a moment, and the women 
and children might have been saved, had not one of themselves, a young girl, 
pointed out two old lubras who had assisted at the murders of several white 
men, and blacks of other tribes; this roused once more the savage thirst of 
blood in their assailants, who, throwing away their muskets and flourishing 
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their tomahawks, finished their murderous work by the destruction of all the 
women and children (seven in number, we believe) with the exception of the 
girl who had denounced the others.27 

At this point, Smythe is reported to have entered the fray to save the girl 
from imminent death. She had witnessed the murder of her entire extended 
family and would now be removed from her homeland by this collection 
of white men and Ban-abool wan-iors. In the coming days, she would be 
taken to Melbourne and left in the care of the Woi Wun-ung, an Aboriginal 
nation with whom she had no prior connection.28 

Following the description of the mnbush and killings, the account takes 
on a suspiciously prophetic tone. Surprisingly, the party possessed the 
requisite linguistic skills to converse with the lone survivor and, despite the 
trauma and loss she had experienced, she was willing to divulge valuable 
infonnation. The account declared: 'This girl speaks the language of the 
Colac tribe. She states that the man who was killed, had murdered three 
white men '" beyond being somewhat frightened, she does not seem to 
be much affected at the awful fate of her relatives'.29 It remains a mystery 
who in the expeditionary force was capable of extracting the details that 
would prove crucial to the public assessment of the party's actions. 

Though lucid in its description of events, the account leaves many 
questions unanswered. First, it fails to set out clearly the number and 
identity of the people comprising Slnythe's party.30 While it is unclear 
whether any members of the original survey team were included in the 
party (certainly their knowledge of the coastal topography would have 
aided the expedition), the squatter William Roadknight would have been 
an indispensable addition to the pmiy, useful for his ability to guide them 
across the range. His occupation of the Van Van Gurt, Gerangamete and 
Cape Otway stations in the region meant that the squatter would have had 
numerous prior (albeit undocumented) experiences with the Gadubanud 
people.3l In Who Killed the Kooris?, historian Michael Cannon contends 
that Smythe'S party was also 'joined on the way by a heavily armed posse' .32 
These men Inay have been Roadknight's employees, destined for work at 
the Cape Otway station. This scenario fits with the considerable caution 
taken in investigating and securing huts of the outstation in the early part 
of the journey. Men intending to spend severallnonths working at the cape 
would take every action possible to ensure their own long-term safety. 

But how In any Inen did Roadknight bring with him? From the written 
account, we know that the Barrabool wan-iors were armed with muskets 
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and that at least eight had fired an initial voHey before closing in for the 
melee attack. While there may have been more tribesmen charging down 
the hillside on that fateful afternoon, it is evident that the number known 
to be armed with muskets exceeded the stated number of Gadubanud 
killed. The British component of this group would have magnified the 
numerical preponderance of Smythe's party over their victims. Given these 
circumstances, why was no effort made to subdue and alTest the suspected 
murderer? While the account attributes the acceleration of violent conflict to 
insubordination 'from savages on the scent ofblood'-and, in the process, 
exonerates Smythe of legal culpability-a more realistic explanation lies 
in the possibility that there were more Gadubanud congregated on the river 
flat than the report indicated.33 While this group may not have outnumbered 
the expeditionary force, when spotted from a distance, the size of the Inob 
had instilled sufficient concen1 to walTant a covert river crossing through 
the crashing surf and a subsequent surprise attack. It is highly probable that 
the size of the Gadubanud mob and, cOlTespondingly, the number killed in 
the massacre, was significantly under-reported in Smythe's account. 

Widely disseminated throughout the Port Phillip District by viliue of 
its inclusion in the Geelong A dvertiser-a pillar of the colonial press-the 
article displayed incredible frankness in the recounting of the massacre. In 
itself, its appearance in the sphere of public discourse is surprising, given 
the hardening of hostile attitudes toward Australia's resident Aboriginal 
population during this period and the veil of silence sUlTounding episodes 
of frontier violence after the 1838 Inassacre at Myall Creek. As a result 
of that massacre in northern NSW, seven stockmen were tried, convicted 
and hanged for the murder of Aborigines. Once news of this punishlnent 
spread through the districts, settlers were markedly more reluctant to report 
instances of frontier violence. This report runs counter to the historical 
trend. But what was its likely impact on contelnporaries? For the British 
settlers of the Western District, the account would have been a source of 
both hOlTor and comfort. It would have elicited moral indignation at the 
atrocities committed at Aire River and yet been silently welcomed as a 
resolution of the drawn-out struggle for control ofthe land, paving the way 
for the expansion of pastoralism, extraction of resources and the eventual 
alienation ofland as private property. The fOlihright description ofthe attack 
also speaks volumes about the air of legitimacy sUlTounding Smythe's 
retaliatory expedition. Ostensibly organised for the purpose of capturing the 
man suspected of killing Conroy, it received government sanction and thus 
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created conditions that allowed Smythe to act with impunity. By selecting 
a commander who was not an officer of police, providing the necessary 
weapons and dispensing rations to the expeditionary force, the governluent 
was clearly implicated in the mission's disastrous outcome. 

With its authoritative tone and selublance of completeness, the account 
of the Aire River massacre was subjected to no additional scrutiny. Given 
the quasi-official character of the expedition, no objections were raised 
in reference to the suspicious lack of detail regarding the involvement of 
Smythe, Roadknight and the remainder of the British contingent in the 
massacre. From the written record, one is led to believe that those white 
men who rode with the surveyor acted as non-participant observers and 
never fired a shot. In engaging the Barrabool warriors as participants in the 
expedition and harnessing their long-standing enmity of the Gadubanud 
people to fulfil his vendetta, Smythe had played 'a clever stroke' that 
shielded him against legal recourse. 34 Anticipating calls for a judicial 
inquiry into the affair, the Geelong Advertiser account concluded with a 
pointed statement suggesting that 'the governluent which equipped the 
party' could be blamed for the massacre.35 Although Smythe duly submitted 
a report to Superintendent La Trobe, the massacre was never investigated 
and he continued to work as a contract surveyor on various government 
projects. 

Signs of Life 

In the years that followed, additional accounts of the Aire River massacre 
emerged in western Victoria. While the official record seemed to preclude 
the possibility of additional survivors amongst the Gadubanud, it became 
evident that several people had in fact escaped the fray and lived to speak 
of the horrors they had witnessed. Some of these people fled nOlih to 
the territory of the Gulidjan people, a group with whom the Gadubanud 
shared linguistic characteristics and maintained friendly relations through 
frequent intermarriage. Around the campfires, they related the sequence 
of events they had experienced and described the co-operation between 
the white luen and the Barrabool warriors that they had seen with their 
own eyes. As part of the Wathaurong nation, the Barrabool warriors from 
the Geelong area were a common enemy for both the Gadubanud and 
Gulidjan. In the few years since the Bunting Dale Aboriginal Mission had 
begun operations in the Gulidjan's traditional territory, several of their kin 
had been speared or murdered at the station by Wathaurong warriors. The 
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Gulidjan sympathised with the predicament of their southern neighbours, 
and, in the months following the massacre, they would be seen wandering 
their land in a state of 'apathy and indifference', often 'daubed with the 
pipe clay of mourning' .36 No doubt, the perceived militmy alliance betweel?
the whites and the Wathaurong also weighed on their minds and spulTed 
fears of future conflict. 

Other survivors evacuated the Otway region and trekked northwest to 
Port FailY and the Hopkins River area. In The History of Warrnambool, 
Osburne commented on the time 'when a Government survey party nearly 
exterminated the Cape Otway tribe, in reprisal for the lnurder of a white 
man belonging to the fOlmer pmiy'. He gained knowledge of this incident 
from 'speaking to a black lubra in 1848, who stated that she and another 
escaped slightly wounded, and hid themselves in the scrub until the white 
men left the scene of the lnassacre'. The female survivor described the 
series of events that had ended in catastrophe. Reportedly, the conflict 
'arose from one of the white lnen interfering with a lubra, when her 
husband Inurdered the aggressor'. At Aire River, her people 'were shot 
down indiscriminately, and few escaped'. While a precise figure was not 
given for the size of her clan, the woman provided an estimate that was 
two and a half times greater than that reported in the written record. The 
group of Gadubanud ambushed in August 1846 'was a small one, and did 
not nmnber above twenty'. The upward revision of the number of people 
killed at Aire River, from eight to possibly 20, is significant and highly 
plausible. The larger number provides a strong explanation for the peculiar 
tactics attributed to Smythe's force. Their covert crossing at the lnouth of 
the river and decision to undertake a surprise attack is easily understood in 
light of the fact that they were evenly matched, or perhaps outnumbered, 
by the Gadubanud. 37 

Although the British contingent accompanying Smythe maintained a 
steadfast silence for many years after the massacre, as the decades passed, 
SOlne nlay have felt cOlnpelled to acknowledge the atrocities committed 
by their neighbours and forefathers. Interestingly, the re-telling of the 
massacre nalTative only appeared after more than 40 years had elapsed. By 
this time, ambitious selectors were pegging out allotments and attempting 
to transform the forests of the Otway Ranges into a zone of agricultural 
production. Settlers searched out the stories of their new land, and the 
nlassacre narrative was crucial to their understanding of the region'S 
Aboriginal heritage. Two accounts that appeared around 1890 provided 
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less extensive descriptions of the events and lacked some of the fine
grained detail evident in the Geelong Advertiser atiicles. For example, 
none of the later accounts make any mention of William Roadknight, the 
outstation at Cape Otway, or provide precise nmnbers for the size of the 
Gadubanud group that was attacked. On the other hand, both nalTatives 
stress the presence of a lone female survivor, though one declared that she 
was taken to Geelong by an Aboriginal walTior38 and the second stated that 
'she was adopted by the Jagga Jagga tribe' in Melbourne.39 Overall, these 
versions of the massacre nalTative provide a striking display of the types 
of information that the participants sought to relay verbally (in confidence) 
to others, and confirm the validity of some suspicions that emerge from 
my analysis of the official record. 

On 8 January 1887, a writer identifying himself as 'J.R.' published a 
vivid and revealing account of the expedition in the Age newspaper. The 
story began with several comments praising George Douglas Smythe and 
his leadership qualities. In the eyes of the author, he was 'a remarkable 
man' who 'had been a great deal among the aborigines, and could excel 
them all in spear throwing and in handling the boomerang'. In setting out 
the circumstances in which Smythe had operated, the author posited that La 
Trobe had assisted in the outfitting of the paliy but provided the surveyor 
with no specific instructions. As a result: 'They had a roving commission 
to do what they considered best, and were free from responsibility to any 
particular official'. The air of legitimacy refelTed to in these statements is 
clearly visible in the original account, and the absence of any investigation 
following the Inission points to an unspoken understanding between La 
Trobe and Snlythe. In reference to the composition of the force, this 
account suggests that there were only 'six or seven in all', with a single 
Aborigine (from the Geelong area) employed as a tracker.40 The small, 
British-dOlninated force described here is inconsistent with the original 
account, as is the author's belief that the attack at Aire River took place 
in the early morning while the group slept. While the suggestion that the 
Gadubanud were killed in a type of covert group assassination is wildly 
unrealistic given the size of the groups we are dealing with, it is clear that 
whoever recounted the story to the author emphasised the cautious tactics 
employed by Smythe and the BalTabool walTiors in this instance. As a 
final point, the author stressed that details were never divulged because 
'it was an article of the pact of the avengers that they should say nothing 
to criminate each other'.41 Of this there can be no doubt. 
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A few years later, the Weekly Times of27 July 1892 contained an article 
reminiscing about pioneering days in western Victoria. The anonymous 
author claimed to have seen 'Mr Smythe returning to the Otway with 
eleven of the Geelong district blacks, armed with old muskets'. Such .a 
number of Barrabool warriors-more than the eight deduced from the 
official record- appears to be wholly plausible. While it is unlikely that 
the author was fatniliar with the long-standing enmity existing between 
the Gadubanud and Wathaurong nations, the StOlY goes on to claim that 
the Geelong tribesmen' seemed delighted with the prospect of a fight with 
wild blackfellows'. The lnost shocking aspect of this later version is the 
description of the atnbush at Aire River. According to this account, during 
the course of the attack, the Gadubanud were surrounded, 'placed singly 
against a tree and shot', while a man who attempted to escape was chased 
down by 'Merridong, the king of the Geelong tribe', and knifed in the river. 
This account concluded with the following statement: 'The next morning 
the blacks wanted to go further to look for more wild blackfellow declaring 
that there were plenty more'. Evidently, whoever relayed this disturbing 
version of the lnassacre narrative to the author sought to emphasise the 
monopoly on violence held by Smythe's party and to acknowledge that 
the Gadubanud nation was not completely obliterated as a result of this 
single tragic episode.42 

In the ilnmediate aftermath of the massacre, the Gadubanud became 
virtually invisible in the region as they evacuated the coastal zone and 
dispersed throughout western Victoria. While we have seen how some 
survivors spread news of this incident to neighbouring groups, further evi
dence of this dispersal process appeared in the 4 January 1848 edition ofthe 
Geelong Advertiser. A brief article titled 'The Blacks' repOlied that a dispute 
between two rival groups at Mr Allan's station ( near present-day Allansford) 
had resulted in the death of three Aborigines. By that time, Allan's station 
had becOlne a sort of haven for some of western Victoria's dispossessed 
inhabitants. The violence was attributed to 'an enmity of long standing 
between the Port Fairy and POlTambeet tribes'. All three were killed as 
a result of spear wounds and, amongst the dead, lay a Gadubanud man. 
The report boldly declared: 'Among the deceased is a man who belonged 
to the Cape Otway tribe, the last of his race' .43 There could have been no 
definitive proof in suppOli of this statement. This declaration expressed the 
widespread belief that the dispersal of the Gadubanud beyond the bounds 
of their traditional territory, and their concomitant disappearance from the 
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documentary record, was an inevitable outcome of colonisation, and that 
it marked the transition of the Otway region from an Aboriginal domain 
to an unsettled frontier zone under British sovereign rule. 

While the declarations appearing in the colonial media gained power 
from their stark, absolute and uncompromising quality, it would be foolish 
to draw a line under Aboriginal presence in the Otways. The character of 
the region's topography and land cover was conducive to the maintenance 
of a lingering presence, despite the area experiencing the sort of population 
decline that was affecting other Aboriginal nations in westenl Victoria. 
By the 1840s, disease, malnutrition and frontier violence had claimed 
a great many lives, and the traditional laws, customs and land manage
ment regimes were collapsing in many places. In 1845, an examination 
of population trends in the Port Phillip District discovered only 1,300 
Aborigines west of Melbourne, or one third of the estimated pre-contact 
population.44 Existing beyond the watchful eye and operational limits of 
the protectors of Aborigines, the Gadubanud people of the Otways were 
particularly vulnerable to the malicious acts of settlers and a clear target 
for violence. It is possible that, in the eight years of contact preceding the 
massacre, the Gadubanud population had begun a precipitous decline like 
that of the remote Wimmera population, which, in the period from 1861 
to 1901, disappeared from the administrative record. 45 

Nevertheless, it proved impossible to keep the remaining Gadubanud 
away from their country. In 1862, J.M. Allan personally took a census 
of the Aboriginal population in the vicinity of Wannambool, classifying 
them by tribe. Of the 136 Aborigines residing in the area, it is possible 
that the Gadubanud comprised some of the 10 luales and 7 females noted 
as 'remnant of tribes' .46 Furthermore, writing in the 1870s, R. Brough 
Smyth provides proof that people returned to the site of the massacre to 
perform burial rites for their dead brethren. He noted: 'On the swampy 
reed beds of the Aire River, in the Cape Otway district, are found even 
now the remains of the rude platforms on which the natives placed their 
dead' .47 His studies of the Aboriginal population also refer to 'the blacks 
who fished on the shores at the mouth of the Parker [River]' and 'the 
natives of the Gellibrand', so it seems that the Gadubanud remained 
visible to contemporaries in the region, even though they rarely entered 
the documentary record.48 

As Michael Christie noted in his work on Victorian Aborigines: 'In the 
frontier struggle the Aborigines lost far more than 2,000 lives; they also 
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lost their land and that land was the basis of their whole culture and way 
of life' .49 In the Otway Ranges, the process of violent displacelnent and 
population dispersal precipitated the collapse of a complex land-based 
economy, the abandonment of settlement nodes, and the cessation of 
bmning practices that had transformed regional vegetation patterns. 50 . 

Under British control, the region's economic geography, popUlation 
distribution, and vegetation communities began to assume drastically 
different spatial configurations. While pastoral occupation could now march 
forward unilnpeded, ahnost two generations would pass before any serious 
efforts to settle the Otway Ranges were attempted. More imlnediately, in 
forcing the Gadubanud's evacuation of the coastal zone, Smythe and his 
party enabled lighthouse construction at Cape Otway to proceed quickly 
and thus ensured that the vital Bass Strait shipping route could be secured 
at the earliest possible date. 

This tragic episode in Victorian history also highlights many of the 
difficulties faced by researchers working on the colonial period. The 
fragmentary nature of the documentary record denies us the ability to give 
definitive statements about the key components of our historical nalTatives, 
and we Inust look for other signals that support our reconstruction of 
events. At Aire River, the tactics employed by Surveyor Smythe suggest 
that his party encountered and killed many more people than listed in the 
'official' account, though we may never know the exact number. Moreover, 
the announcement of his activities in the colonial press showed that the 
veil of silence sUlTounding the killing of Aborigines did not hold fast in 
1840s Victoria. In this case, the aura of legitilnacy provided by implicit 
government support was sufficient to shield George Douglas Smythe and his 
party members from legal action and to constrain public outrage that might 
otherwise have been sparked by the published report of the massacre. 
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